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QUESTION 1

Universal Containers uses a private sharing model for opportunities. This model cannot be changed due to a regional
structure. A new sales operations team has been created. This team needs to perform analysis on Opportunity data,
and should have read and write access to all Opportunities. 

Which two are recommended solutions for the app builder to give the users appropriate access? (Choose two.) 

A. Add a manual share for all opportunities with each user on the sales operations team. 

B. Create a criteria-based sharing rule to share all opportunities with the sales operations private group. 

C. Create a criteria-based sharing rule to share all opportunities with the sales operations public group. 

D. Add a permission set with "View All" and "Modify All" opportunity permissions enabled. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 2

What are use cases for Validation Rules? 

A. Enforce conditionally required fields 

B. Enforce proper data format 

C. Enforce consistency 

D. Prevent data loss 

E. All of the above 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 3

When using the Data Export Wizard to manually export data, you can only export data if __________. 

A. Your data doesn\\'t include attachments, images, or documents. 

B. You\\'ve installed a client application to export the data. 

C. Enough time has passed since your last export. 

D. You are an Admin. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4
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Universal Containers has purchased a Lightning Component on the AppExchange. In which two areas can these
Components be utilized? (Choose two.) 

A. Standalone Lightning App 

B. Flow Builder 

C. Process Builder 

D. Salesforce Mobile App 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 5

Universal Containers is importing 10,000 contact records in Salesforce. They want to avoid duplicate records from being
created during the import. 

How can this requirement be met? 

A. When importing the file, select the "Prevent Duplicates" option on the last step of the Data Loader. 

B. Include in a column in the import file that corresponds to a field in Salesforce that requires unique values. 

C. After importing all the contacts, run a duplicate check report, export the report to a CSV file, and run a mass delete to
purge any duplicates. 

D. After importing all of the contact records, review all records created and manually merge or delete any duplicate
records. 

Correct Answer: B 
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